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1. What is a TA? Analogy

Analogy [noun][ \ - na-l -j  \ ] :ə-ˈna-lə-jē \ ] : ˈna-lə-jē \ ] : ə-ˈna-lə-jē \ ] : ē \ ] :

Resemblance in some particulars 
between things otherwise unlike.

[Merriam-Webster]

► Implies 2 or more entities/phenomenon

► Not looking for identicality/exactness in their attributes, by
opposition to Models (e.g. computer simulation).

► What is lost in exactness is, in a sense, compensated by a
more unfiltered connection to the “real world” [Baker, 2014].



  

1. What is a TA? What could it be?

● Entity/Phenomenon 
to be investigated

Analog A

(Presumably
Terrestrial)

Analog B

● Entity/Phenomenon with known 
causes, features, and environment

● Could be from the “real world” or 
experimentally produced

Similarities
And

Differences

► Analog A is not limited to terrestrial phenomena.

► However, phenomena on Earth are more likely to have their key 
features and causes truly known.

► Then, the Terrestrial Analogs term is more often used than the 
more generic, but more meaningful, Planetary Analogs.



  

1. What is a TA? Examples
Iron-oxide concretion 

(Earth)

[Chan et al., 2016]

“Blueberries” (Mars)

[Chan et al., 2016]

[Hansen et al., 2006]

Water Plumes 
(Enceladus)

[Roth et al., 2014]

UV emissions (Europa)

[Malaska et al., 2013]

Cryogenic ethane 
(Experiment)

Hydrocarbon Lakes 
(Titan)

[NASA/Cassini/RADAR]

Terrestrial 
Analog

Experimental 
Analog

Planetary 
Analog



  

1. What is a TA? Criticisms

“The alien character of extraterrestrial surfaces 
will always prevent any objective means of 
assessing their origins – perhaps until we obtain 
the definitive ground truth [...].”

Synthesized by Baker, [2014], a terrestrial analogs advocate

► Denies a commonality in the fundamental mechanisms
and forces underlying the planetary processes.

► Simplifies planetary analogy as being the
“subjective science of resemblance lacking hypothesis testing”.

“[For planetary analogists,] if it looks like a Duck 
and quacks like a duck, it must be a Duck.”

[O’Hanlon, 2001]



  

1. What is a TA? Cautiousness

► Differences between analogs are as important as similarities.

► A cautious review of the known structural and environmental
differences characterizing the analogs allows for more insightful
and relevant inferences. 

Fractal shore lines on Titan and Earth. Might suggest similar formation processes, 
but not the same carving media (liquid cryogenic hydrocarbons vs. liquid water) 



  

1. What is a TA? Cautiousness
Columbia Hills, Mars (MER Spirit)

Sand Dunes, Earth

South Pole, Mars

Machu Picchu, Earth
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2. Why a TA? Science Inferences

Hypothesis

Case

Observation Rule

Case

Observation

Rule

Case

Observation

Deduction Induction Abduction

We search for ►

We have ►

We propose ►

This one is the best way to get 
fundings!



  

2. Why a TA? Examples

Hypothesis

Case

Observation Rule

Case

Observation

Rule

Case

Observation

Deduction Induction Abduction

We search for ►

We have ►

We propose ►

An induced 
magnetic field 

at Europa

A salty ocean in an external 
time-varying field will 

generate an induced field

Europa as a 
salty ocean

Martian outflow 
channels have been 
carved by water

Martian outflow 
channel landforms

Gravity bends 
light

Water-carved 
outflow channels 

on Earth

May 29th 1919 
total eclipse

Stars visible around 
the Sun will appear 

displaced



  

2. Why a TA? Where Analogs fit?

Hypothesis

Case

Observation Rule

Case

Observation

Rule

Case

Observation

Deduction Induction Abduction

We search for ►

We have ►

We propose ►

► The more inference paths, the more science



  

2. Why a TA? Where Analogs fit?

Hypothesis

Case

Observation Rule

Case

Observation

Rule

Case

Observation

Deduction Induction Abduction

We search for ►

We have ►

We propose ►

► The more inference paths, the more science

► Terrestrial analogs enables new science inference paths

TERRESTRIAL 

ANALOGS!

TERRESTRIAL 

ANALOGS!

TERRESTRIAL 

ANALOGS!



  

2. Why a TA? Examples for Icy Worlds

Hypothesis

Case

Observation Hypothesis

Case

Observation

Hypothesis

Case

Observation

Deduction Induction Abduction

We search for ►

We have ►

We propose ►

Lake Vostok is a 
subglacial lake in 

Antarctica

Europa’s ice shell 
hosts perched lakes

Lake Vostok in 
Antarctica is a 

similar environment

Life might exist at 
Europa’s ocean

Europa ocean is in 
contact with a 
silicate core

Europa ice
shell thickness

Extremophiles 
detected deep at 

hydrothermal vents

Experimental 
radio losses 

in ice

Designing a radar sounder 
with x dB of power to 
investigate the ice shell

TERRESTRIAL 

ANALOGS!

TERRESTRIAL 

ANALOGS!

TERRESTRIAL 

ANALOGS!
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3. TA of Icy Worlds Earth v. Europa Cryosphere

Main Similarities

- Water as main constitutent
- Ice/water pressure
- Ice/ocean exchange (?)
- Hydrosaline dynamics

Main Differences

- Surface/atmosphere exchange
- Surface features
- Mechanical boundary conditions
- Convective Ice (?)

Ice Shelf v. Ice Shell



  

3. TA of Icy Worlds Subglacial Lakes
Europa: Lakes perched 3-km deep into the ice crust could be the 
consequence of rising thermal plumes approaching the pressure-
melting eutectic point. This mechanism would explain the specific 
topography of the observed Chaos terrains at the surface.

[Schmidt et al., 2015]

Earth: Showing how the signature 
of the ice/water interface can be 
detected by radar sounding.

► By radiometry (echo strength)

Devon Ice Cap, Canadian Arctic
[Rutishauser et al., 2018]

► By echo morphology

Lake Vostok, Antarctica
[Blankenship et al., 2009]



  

3. TA of Icy Worlds Ice/Ocean Processes
Europa: The accretion of frozen marine ice at the ice/ocean inter-
face of Europa can act as a mechanism for trapping ocean material, 
while its distribution is an indicator of ocean dynamics

[Soderlund et al., 2013]

Earth: Reflectomery of the 
ice/ocean interface is sensitive to 
the ice composition and random 
structure (e.g. roughness).

South McMurdo Ice Shelf, Antarctica
[Grima et al., in prep.]

► Insights into the location and 
pattern of accreted and melted ice

Ice/Ocean Interface
Reflectance             Scattering



  

3. TA of Icy Worlds Near-surface Brines
Europa: Brines in the near-surface (< 10-m deep) can be a conse-
quence of a variety of geologic processes

It is unknown whether specific conditions could maintain near-sur-
face brines in a liquid state, or if it would be flash-frozen.

[McCord et al., 2004; Collins and Nimmo, 2009, Chan et al., 2018]

Earth: Surface Radar Reflectometry can 
distinguish between a bright liquid and a 
randomly-structured frozen brine.

► Liquid Brine Detection
North McMurdo Ice Shelf, Antarctica

[Grima et al., 2016]

► Frozen percolated Water Detection
Devon ice cap, Canadian Arctic
[Rutishauser et al., 2016]



  

3. TA of Icy Worlds Hydrosaline Habitats
Europa: The interactions between saline water and ice could 
produce stable environments suitable for halophile habitats

[Borruso et al., 2017]

► Subglacial Hydrosaline 
System

Devon Ice Cap, Canadian Arctic
[Rutishauser et al., 2018] ► Near-surface brine

North McMurdo Ice Shelf, Antarctica
[Grima et al., 2016]

► Accreted Marine Ice
South McMurdo Ice Shelf, Antarctica

[Grima et al., 2016]

Earth: Radio detection and 
characterization of briny environments.



  

3. TA of Icy Worlds Snowfall!

Europa: Water-vapor Plumes suggested by UV emissions, and in-
situ ions/magnetic measurements.

Most of the water-derived neutral particles would not reach the es-
cape velocity and snow down on the surface.

[Roth et al., 2014; Jia et al., 2018]

Earth: Showing how snow density 
(i.e. proxy for snow accumulation) can 
be retrieved from radar surface 
reflectometry.

[Grima et al, 2014]

► Snow density patterns would 
give insights into (former) 
plumes location and activity.



  

Conclusion

Terrestrial Analogs...

● Are similar but not identical.

● Increase the potential inference pathways, allowing for more 
science to be done.

● Support technology design for planetary exploration.

... for Icy Worlds

● Suglacial Lakes

● Ice/Ocean Processes

● Near-surface Brines

● Hydrosaline Habitats

● Snowfall

● [...] And much more
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2. How to use TA? Hypothesis Fertility

without
Terrestrial Analogs

with
Terrestrial Analogs

Outflow channels, Mars

White Snow Ball 
Mars theory

“The outburst 
floods are mediated 
by liquid and vapor 

CO
2
”

[Hoffman, 2000]

Wet and Warm 
Mars theory

”[…]
the channels were 

cut by water
[...].”

[Carr, 2012]

► When the environment is poorly known Terrestrial Analogs can 
can diversify hypothesis generation with insightful inferences. 
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